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Chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) is a common inflammatory dis-1

ease of the sinonasal cavity that affects millions of individu-2

als worldwide. The complex pathophysiology of CRS remains3

poorly understood, with emerging evidence implicating the or-4

chestration between diverse immune and epithelial cell types5

in disease progression. We applied single-cell RNA sequenc-6

ing (scRNA-seq) and spatial transcriptomics to both dissociated7

and intact, freshly isolated sinonasal human tissues to investi-8

gate the cellular and molecular heterogeneity of CRS with and9

without nasal polyp formation compared to non-CRS control10

samples. Our findings reveal a mechanism for macrophage-11

eosinophil recruitment into the nasal mucosa, systematic dys-12

regulation of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and enrichment of mast13

cell populations to the upper airway tissues with intricate inter-14

actions between mast cells and CD4 T cells. Additionally, we15

identify immune-epithelial interactions and dysregulation, par-16

ticularly involving understudied basal progenitor cells and Tuft17

chemosensory cells. We further describe a distinct basal cell dif-18

ferential trajectory in CRS patients with nasal polyps (NP), and19

link it to NP formation through immune-epithelial remodeling.20

By harnessing stringent patient tissue selection and advanced21

technologies, our study unveils novel aspects of CRS pathophys-22

iology, and sheds light onto both intricate immune and epithelial23

cell interactions within the disrupted CRS tissue microenviron-24

ment and promising targets for therapeutic intervention. These25

findings expand upon existing knowledge of nasal inflammation26

and provide a comprehensive resource towards understanding27

the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying this uniquely28

complex disease entity, and beyond.29

Spatial transcriptomics | Single-cell | Nasal tract | Inflammation | Chronic rhi-30

nosinusitis31
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Introduction33

Chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) is a recondite and heteroge-34

neous inflammatory disease of the nasal and sinonasal cavi-35

ties. Epidemiologic studies estimate the global prevalence of36

CRS to be approximately 12% (1, 2) with patient-rated symp-37

tom severity akin to heart disease and chronic back pain (1).38

CRS can be classified into two major subtypes based on the39

presence or absence of nasal polyps: CRS with nasal polyps40

(CRSwNP) and CRS without nasal polyps (CRSsNP). Of the41

total CRS population, CRSsNP typically accounts for 75-42

80% of patients seen vs. 20-25% for CRSwNP (3), although43

this proportion varies regionally However, CRSwNP in par-44

ticular is associated with higher disease burden from obstruc-45

tive, eosinophil-rich, nasal polyposis and sinonasal outflow46

tract inflammation and infection, leading to an increased like-47

lihood of recalcitrant symptoms such as sinus headaches, ol-48

factory loss, and recurrent sinusitis. The pathogenesis of CR-49

SwNP involves both innate and acquired Th2-immunity me-50

diated by the nasal epithelium/mucosa due to stimulation by51

extrinsic antigens, but the interaction between immune cells,52

epithelial cells, and key molecular determinants driving dis-53

ease progression, remains elusive.54

The dynamic crosstalk between immune-epithelial systems55

plays a critical role in the pathogenesis of many diseases,56

including CRS (4–6) . In addition to its role as a physical57

barrier against environmental challenges from pathogens, air-58

borne particulates and allergens, the nasal epithelium gener-59

ates cell-derived cytokines and chemokines involved in medi-60

ating autocrine and paracrine signaling. These events lead to61
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recruitment of diverse myeloid and lymphoid immune cells,62

that in turn release molecular mediators that invigorate or63

blunt downstream epithelial and immune cell functions, thus64

orchestrating signature acute vs. chronic inflammation. This65

subtle interplay between epithelial and immune cells is often66

bidirectional within the native tissue microenvironment, and67

involves multiple participants.68

T cells naturally play a crucial role in the adaptive im-69

mune response, and are central for regulation of the immune-70

epithelial interactions responsible for CRS pathogenesis. In71

particular, CD4+ T cells can differentiate into various sub-72

populations based on the cytokine environment encountered.73

CD4+ Th2 cells produce cytokines such as interleukin-4 (IL-74

4), IL-5, and IL-13, that recruit and activate eosinophils and75

mast cells which have been well-established to play signifi-76

cant roles in the pathophysiology of CRSwNP (7) . CD8+ T77

cells eliminate infected or damaged cells, with their specific78

contributions to CRS less appreciated.79

Mast cells, another key player in the pathogenesis of CRS,80

are involved in innate immunity release of a range of inflam-81

matory mediators, including histamine, prostaglandins, and82

leukotrienes (8) . Elevated mast cell number in CRSwNP has83

been reported, with their activation linked to the presence of84

cytokines and chemokines that promote eosinophilic inflam-85

mation (9).86

Basal cell differentiation is an important factor in the patho-87

genesis of CRS. The sinonasal epithelium is comprised of88

several distinct cell types, including basal cells along the ep-89

ithelial basement membrane, as well as differentiated ciliated90

cells, and goblet cells oriented towards the airway lumen.91

Basal cell hyperplasia, a rise in basal cell numbers through92

cell division, has been detected in patients with CRSwNP93

(10, 11), although the physiological relevance and conse-94

quence has been unclear. Basal cells differentiate into the95

other major ciliated and goblet/secretory epithelial cell types96

in response to environmental stressors (12, 13), but whether97

this process in fostering the development of CRS through98

priming of epithelial-immune exchange is entirely uncertain.99

We have previously described prominent type II responses in100

macrophages, and laid the groundwork to better assess dis-101

tinctive inflammatory and epithelial cells and their contribu-102

tions to type II inflammatory profiles in CRSwNP patients103

(14).104

A better understanding of these mechanisms in situ is crucial105

for the development of more targeted and effective treatments106

for this common, challenging and debilitating upper airway107

disease. To achieve this, we applied single-cell sequencing to108

uncover the phenotypic composition and functional aspects109

of a discovery CRS clinical cohort (Fig.1A), and orthogo-110

nally utilized spatial transcriptomics to interrogate a valida-111

tion CRS cohort (Fig.1A) to untangle the key players and112

epithelial-immune interactions within inflamed nasal tissues,113

including CRSwNP. We envision such a resource will also be114

broadly applicable to the multitude of other nasal inflamma-115

tory diseases.116

Results117

Single-Cell Transcriptomic Analysis of the CRS Mi-118

croenvironment. We utilized single-cell transcriptomics for119

an in-depth analysis of the CRS epithelial and immune land-120

scape on an initial discovery cohort of rigorously-selected pa-121

tients (n = 5 healthy controls, n = 5 CRSsNP, n = 6 CRSwNP122

for both the NP and adjacent non-polyp ethmoid sinus mu-123

cosa, see Methods) (Fig.1A and S1A). We first identified the124

major immune cell types within the upper airway microen-125

vironment (Fig.1B), as B, T, and myeloid lineages. The ori-126

gins of the 32,775 total cells were displayed in a UMAP plot,127

with tissue types and patient samples color-coded (Fig.S1B)128

as well as representative genes across the immune cell reper-129

toire(Fig.S1C). We further resolved 11 cell types (21,833130

cells in total) present within the upper airway human tissue131

samples across healthy and CRS samples, including secre-132

tory, ciliated, basal, goblet, tuft and other epithelial cell types133

(Fig.1C). The epithelial cell origins were presented in a sepa-134

rate UMAP plot, with tissue types and patient samples color-135

coded (Fig.S1D), and representative canonical marker genes136

across the epithelial cell repertoire depicted (Fig.S1E) Sig-137

nature gene expression patterns were further discriminated138

across both immune and epithelial cell types (Fig.1D), to139

gain detailed insight into the complex cellular composition140

and states in CRS tissues.141

Macrophage Polarization in CRS Nasal Polyps. Given142

the postulated role of myeloid cells in CRS (10, 14), we fur-143

ther stratified the myeloid cluster into subtypes, including144

macrophages, monocytes, and dendritic cells (DCs) (Fig.2A).145

These subtypes were well represented across the healthy and146

CRS samples (Fig.S2A). We quantified the percent compo-147

sition of the three main subtypes of macrophages identi-148

fied (CCL4L2, MRC1, VEGFA), and observed little change149

between numbers of the more M1-like macrophages state150

(Fig.2B, left panel), while macrophage subtypes polarized to-151

wards M2-like gene expression were consistently and signif-152

icantly elevated in CRSwNP compared to healthy controls or153

CRSsNP (Fig.2B, middle and right panels). A similar anal-154

ysis was performed for the other myeloid cells without any155

notable differences (Fig.S2B). These results suggested that156

macrophage cell states, and not merely quantities, are dysreg-157

ulated in CRSwNP. We thus performed differential gene anal-158

ysis to identify differentially expressed genes (DEGs) respon-159

sible for the cell state differences between the macrophages160

from CRSsNP and CRSwNP tissues (Fig.2C). Amongst them161

were genes associated with antigen presentation, complement162

pathway activation, and chemokines linked to immune cell163

recruitment and activation (Fig.2C and Fig.S2C). Scoring of164

immunosuppressive M2 activity through a pre-curated set of165

genes (15, 16) confirmed the increased frequency of M2-166

polarized in polyp tissue from single-cell RNA-seq (Fig.2D)167

and spatial (Fig.S2D), compared to non-polyp ethmoid tis-168

sue.169

Macrophage Recruitment of Eosinophils in CRS170

Through CCL13 and CCL18. Given the known role of171
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Figure 1: Comprehensive Single-Cell Transcriptomic Analysis Reveals the Complex Immune and Epithelial Microenvironment in CRS. (A) Schematic representation of the
experimental workflow for the analyses conducted on CRS and control samples in the discovery and validation cohorts. CRSsNP - CRS without nasal polyp; CRSwNP -
CRS with nasal polyps;(B) Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) plot depicting 3 major cell types and 33 subtypes within the immune microenvironment of
CRS, color-coded by cell type. (C) UMAP plot depicting the 11 epithelial cell types identified. (D) Heatmap depiction of the expression patterns of signature genes across the
immune and epithelial cell types identified in panels (B) & (C), respectively.

CCL13 and CCL18 in CRSwNP (Fig.2A) for the recruit-172

ment of monocytes, including eosinophils (17, 18), we first173

confirmed that eosinophils were increased in nasal polyp tis-174

sue compared to control ethmoid tissues via spatial transcrip-175

tomics (Fig.2E). This leverages upon the intact tissue mi-176

croenvironment preserved by spatial transcriptomics, since177

single-cell dissociation approaches can often result in the178

loss of specific cell-types (19). We next tested the hypothe-179

sis that CCL13 and CCL18 were involved in the recruitment180

of eosinophils by macrophages (14). From our spatial tran-181

scriptomics data, we observed significant correlations in the182

expression of both chemokines with heightened eosinophilic183

signatures in both the immune and epithelial tissue regions184

(Fig.2F). We next postulated that a location-based pairwise185

spatial analysis of these signatures would enable insights into186

the dynamics of eosinophil recruitment by macrophages. We187

observed a strong correlation between CCL13 and CCL18 ex-188

pression with the influx of eosinophils in the pan-cytokeratin189

(PanCK)-positive epithelial, but not CD45-positive immune190

regions (Fig.2G and Fig.S2E). Similarly, the correlative ex-191
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Figure 2: Polarization of Macrophages to M2 Phenotype Drives Type 2 Inflammation in CRS Nasal Polyps. (A) UMAP plot depicting subtypes and corresponding annotations
of myeloid cells in CRS and healthy control samples. (B) Comparison of macrophage cell fractions between CRS and control samples using the Wilcoxon test (two-sided).
(C) Volcano plot displaying differentially expressed genes in macrophages between CRSsNP and CRSwNP, with the most significant genes indicated in red (|F oldchange|
> 1.5), including CCL13 and CCL18. (D) Violin plots illustrating M2 scores for macrophages across CRS and control samples, with comparisons performed using the
Wilcoxon test (two-sided) and p values indicated. (E) Violin plots comparing eosinophil spatial signature expression scores between CRS nasal polyps (purple) and healthy
control samples (orange) in spatial transcriptomics GeoMx data within CD45+ regions (left panel) and PanCK+ regions (right panel), with comparisons performed using the
Wilcoxon test (two-sided) and p values indicated.
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Figure 2 continue: (F) Scatter plots demonstrating the correlation between CCL13 (upper panel) or CCL18 (lower panel) mRNA expression levels in situ, and eosinophil
spatial signature expression scores in GeoMx data, with data origins colored to indicate CD45+ regions (magenta) and PanCK+ regions (yellow). The data was fitted using
a linear regression model, with blue lines indicating the mean and grey regions highlighting the 95% confidence intervals. The regression index and p values are provided
within the plots. (G) Scatter plots illustrating the correlation between CCL13 expression levels and eosinophil signature scores in CD45+ or PanCK+ regions of GeoMx Spatial
Transcriptomics acquisition, with sample origins color-coded to represent CRS nasal polyps (purple) and healthy control samples (orange). Diagrams above the scatter plots
indicate regions where CCL13 and eosinophil spatial gene signatures were captured. (H) Representative multiplexed immunofluorescence images from the GeoMX spatial
transcriptome acquisition from a CRSwNP sample (upper panel) and a healthy control sample (lower panel). Red arrows highlight immune infiltration into the epithelial region,
as indicated by CD45-positive cells within the PanCK region. White outlines indicate the region from which the transcriptome was extracted from for the GeoMx experiment.
(I) The proposed model in which macrophages secreting CCL13/CCL18 chemokines attract eosinophils to infiltrate the epithelium in CRS nasal polyps.

pression of CCL18 and its receptor, CCR2, also supported192

a case of directionality in the attraction of eosinophils into193

the epithelial region, but not the immune region, of the CRS194

nasal tissues.195

Representative immunofluorescence images from the tissues196

stained for GeoMx, and regions defined for spatial tran-197

scriptomics data collection, further substantiated the local-198

ization of immune cell infiltration into the epithelial re-199

gions in CRSwNP, but not healthy control mucosal tissues200

(Fig.2H). Taken together, these results suggest a model, in201

which macrophages secreting CCL13/CCL18 in CRSwNP202

are directing recruitment to, and subsequent trafficking of,203

eosinophils into the nasal epithelium in CRSwNP disease204

(Fig.2I) (14).205

Immunosuppressive CD4+ and CD8+ T Cell Re-206

sponses Predominate in Nasal Polyps. Detailed anal-207

ysis of CD4+ T cells and their subtypes revealed several208

categories represented across the control and CRS samples209

(Fig.3A and Fig.S3A). We identified an enrichment of CD4+210

T effector memory (TEM), Th2, and T regulatory (Treg)211

CD4+ subtypes in CRSwNPs, and a depletion of Th1 CD4+212

cells as previously described (Fig.3B and Fig.S3B) (20).213

Differential gene expression analysis and pathway enrich-214

ment analysis demonstrated significant differences between215

CD4+ T cells within the CRSsNP and CRSwNP microen-216

vironment (Fig.3C and Fig.3D), especially when compared217

against healthy controls (Fig.S3C). We confirmed the in-218

creased CD4+ T cell immunosuppression within CRSwNP219

compared to CRSsNP as demonstrated by Th2-skewed in-220

flammation from the scRNAseq cohort (Fig.3E), a reduction221

of immune cells related to the Th1 pathway, and an increase222

of immune cells towards the Th2 pathway from spatial tran-223

scriptomics (Fig.S3D).224

Similarly, we investigated and identified lymphocyte sub-225

types and corresponding annotations in CD8+ T cells in both226

CRS and control samples (Fig.3F and Fig.S3E). Similar to227

our CD4+ T cell analysis, we also identified the enrich-228

ment of TEMs in the CRSwNP samples, along with a re-229

duction in CD8+ resident memory T cell phenotypes (Fig.3G230

and Fig.S3F). Differential gene expression analysis and path-231

way enrichment analysis also discriminated significant differ-232

ences in CD8+ T cells between the CRSsNP and CRSwNP233

microenvironment (Fig.3H and Fig.3I), along with altered234

inflammation (Fig.3J), in line with the CD4+ T cell find-235

ings (Fig.3E and Fig.S3D). These results support a model in236

which suppressor and regulatory T cells, including players in-237

volved in a type II immune response and Tregs, are responsi-238

ble for the unique chronic inflammatory features of CRSwNP239

compared to CRSsNP (21).240

Mast Cell Enrichment and Type 2 Immune Responses241

in Nasal Polyps. Given the intricate relationship between242

mast cells (MCs) and the type II immune response in T cells,243

we sought to better define the possible role of mast cells244

in CRSwNP disease (9). We observed two major subtypes245

of mast cells, stratified into 1) epithelial MCs expressing246

TPSAB1 tryptase without CMA1 chymase, with high expres-247

sion of interleukin 17 Receptor B (termed MCT_IL17RB),248

and 2) subepithelial MCs with high expression of the tryptase249

protease, along with Cathepsin G (CTSG) and chymase250

(termed MCTC_CTSG) (Fig.4A). Both MC subtypes were251

found to be enriched in CRSwNP compared with other sam-252

ple types (Fig.4B). The expression patterns of signature genes253

in these two mast cell subtypes were visibly distinct (Fig.4C),254

channeling the nuanced different cell states and functions255

within the CRSwNP tissue microenvironment. We therefore256

postulated that these mast cells subtypes may have distinct257

roles in the recruitment and interaction with key immuno-258

cyte players within the CRSwNP tissue microenvironment.259

We tested this hypothesis via Ligand-Receptor (L-R) anal-260

ysis and identified several pathways for immune and tissue261

remodeling related to CD4+ T cells, including IL2, OX40,262

CCL, EPHB, PROS, IL4/IL13, PARs, CD22, ICAM, SEMA7,263

LIFR, CLEC, and OSM (Fig.4D). Of particular interest were264

the key cytokine mediators in Type II inflammation: IL4 and265

IL13 (Fig.4D), which was predominantly expressed by MCs266

in our study (Fig.4E), and were implicated in MC and CD4+267

T cell interactions in CRSwNP and not CRSsNP (Fig.4F).268

The CSF2 signaling pathway served as a control (Fig.4F).269

While similar trends were observed in each of the mast cell270

clusters (Fig.S4A-E), the MCT_IL17RB mast cells exhibited271

a higher potential for immune interaction in CRSwNP as pre-272

viously reported (22).273

Identification of Key Players in the Immune-Epithe-274

lial Crosstalk and Remodeling in CRSwNP. Given the275

data from our work and others on the emerging evidence of276

immune-epithelial crosstalk and remodeling in multiple dis-277

eases (5, 6), including CRSwNP (4), we postulated that quan-278

tifying cell abundance correlations between immune and ep-279

ithelial cell subsets in CRS and control samples would iden-280

tify potential key players in this axis. Our analysis revealed281

a key cluster of epithelial and immune cell types that were282

strongly correlated with each other, indicative of their poten-283

tial interplay in the epithelial-immune crosstalk and remod-284

eling in CRSwNP (Fig.5A; black box). We specifically ob-285

served the enrichment of Tuft cells, cycling basal cells, and286
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Figure 3
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Figure 3: Regulatory CD4+ and CD8+ T Cells Predominate in Nasal Polyps. (A) UMAP plot illustrating subtypes and corresponding annotations of CD4+ T cells in CRS and
control samples. (B) Comparison of CD4+ T cell fractions between CRS and control samples using the Wilcoxon test. (C) Volcano plot displaying differentially expressed
genes in CD4+ T cells between CRSsNP and CRSwNP, with the most significant genes indicated in red (|F oldchange| > 1.25). (D) Pathways enriched in CD4+ T cells
from CRSsNP and CRSwNP, based on GSEA analysis using the REACTOME gene set. (E) Violin plots illustrating CD4+ T cell inflammatory signature expression scores
in CRS and control samples, with comparisons performed using the Wilcoxon test (two-sided) and p values indicated. (F) UMAP plot depicting subtypes and corresponding
annotations of CD8+ T cells in CRS and control samples. (G) Comparison of CD8+ T cell fractions between CRS and control samples using the Wilcoxon test (two-sided).
(H) Volcano plot showing differentially expressed genes in CD8+ T cells between CRSsNP and CRSwNP, with the most significant genes indicated in red (|F oldchange|
> 1.25). (I) Pathways enriched in CD8+ T cells from CRS nasal polyps versus CRS without nasal polyps, based on GSEA analysis using the REACTOME gene set. (J)
Violin plots presenting CD8+ T cell inflammatory signature expression scores in CRS and control samples, with comparisons performed using the Wilcoxon test (two-sided)
and p values indicated.
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Figure 4: Mast Cell Enrichment in Nasal Polyps Correlates with Type 2 Immune Responses. (A) UMAP plot illustrating subtypes and corresponding annotations of mast cells
in CRS and control samples. (B) Comparison of mast cell subtype fractions between CRS and control samples using the Wilcoxon test (two-sided). (C) Heatmap displaying
normalized expression level of signature genes in the mast cell subtypes identified. (D) Ligand-receptor (L-R) interactions identified between mast cells and CD4+ T cells
in CRSwNP (purple) and CRSsNP (green). L-R pairs with purple bars crossing the 0.5 dotted line indicate predominance in CRSwNP, while those with green bars crossing
the dotted line indicate predominance in CRSsNP. Significant interactions are color-coded accordingly (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon test, two sided). (E) Scatter plots depicting IL4
and IL13 expression levels in various immune cells, and their dominant expression in Mast cells. (F) Dot plot demonstrating the significance and strength of IL4/IL13-related
ligand-receptor interactions between mast cells and CD4+ T cells in CRSwNP (purple) and CRSsNP (green).

suprabasal cells as enriched in CRSwNP polyps, and the con-287

versely depletion of FoxJ1 low ciliated cells, mucous cells288

and serous cells in CRSwNP polyps (Fig.5B and Fig.S5).289

These results warrant further investigation of Tuft cells and290

basal cells as key players in mediating the immune-epithelial291

crosstalk and attraction of immune infiltrates in the context292

of chronic inflammation with nasal polyps formation.293

We identified multiple cell-signaling pathways (including294

G protein, Tyrosine Kinase, and MAP Kinase members),295

anti-apoptotic genes (i.e. BCL2), and cytokine path-296

ways (i.e. IL17RB, IL13TA1, STAT6) upregulated in CR-297

SwNP (Fig.5C). Conversely, components of the antigen-298

presentation pathway were upregulated in CRSsNP (Fig.5C),299

implicating different cell states of the tuft cells in CRSwNP300

as opposed to CRSsNP. We next identified additional path-301

ways enriched in Tuft cells in CRSwNP, particularly the302

prostaglandin pathway (Fig.5D), an inflammatory pathway303

previously not described in the context of CRS. Gene Set En-304

richment Analysis orthogonally confirmed the activation of305

the prostaglandin pathway in CRSwNP (Fig.5E), along with306

the expression of key members of this pathway, ALOX5 and307

PTGS1, in CRSwNP polyps and adjacent ethmoid tissues,308

suggestive of high prostaglandin pathway activity in Tuft309

cells within and outside of nasal polyps (Fig.5F). Ligand-310

receptor analysis revealed significant pairing of tuft cell in-311

teractions with Th2 CD4+ T cell recruitment in CRSwNP,312

as well as depletion of naive and central memory CD4+ T313

cells (Fig.5G), in line with our abundance correlative analy-314

sis (Fig.5A). We next confirmed the increased density of tuft315

cells within the CRSwNP epithelial layer in situ through spa-316

tial transcriptomics (Fig.5H), to support the hypothesized tis-317

sue interactions between Tuft cells in the PanCK+ region and318

Th2 CD4+ T cells in CD45+ region of the CRSwNP tissue319

(Fig.5I). These results strongly implicate chemosensory tuft320

cells as one of the epithelial mediators of immune cell recruit-321

ment, including recruiting CD4+ Th2 cells into the CRSwNP322

inflammatory microenvironment to prime Type II inflamma-323

tion.324

Identification of a Basal Cell Trajectory That Drives325

Key Epithelial-Immunologic Remodeling for Nasal326

Polyp Formation. We finally investigated the role of basal327
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Figure 5: Tuft Cells in Nasal Polyps Correlate with Th2 Cells. (A) Heatmap illustrating cell abundance correlations between immune and epithelial cell fractions. (B)
Comparison of epithelial cell subtype fractions between CRS and control samples using the Wilcoxon test (two-sided). (C) Volcano plot depicting differentially expressed
genes in Tuft cells between CRSwNP and CRSsNP. The most significant genes are highlighted in red (|F oldchange| > 2 and ∆pct > 0.25). (D) Pathways enriched in
Tuft cells from CRSwNP and CRSsNP, based on WIKIPATHWAY enrichment analysis. (E) Enrichment plot of the prostaglandin synthesis and regulation pathway in Tuft cells
from CRSwNP versus CRSsNP, using GSEA analysis with the WIKIPATHWAY gene set. The enrichment score and p-value are indicated in the plot. (F) Violin plot displaying
expression levels of ALOX5 and PTGS1 in CRS and control samples.
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Figure 5 continue: (G) Heatmap presenting mean expression levels of ALOX5/PTGS1 ligands in Tuft cells and mean expression levels of their PTGDR2 receptor in CD4+ T
cell subsets in CRSwNP and CRSsNP. (H) Violin plots comparing Tuft cell spatial gene signature expression scores between CRSwNP (purple) and healthy controls (orange)
in GeoMx spatial transcriptomics data within PanCK+ tissue regions. (I) Scatter plot and regression line illustrating the correlation between Tuft cell spatial gene signature
expression scores in PanCK+ regions and Th2 cell spatial gene signature expression scores in CD45+ regions. Dots are colored to represent patient sample origins. The
grey region indicates the confidence interval. The regression index and p-values are shown in the plots.

cells, which were also implicated as critical in CRSwNP328

epithelial-immune remodeling (Fig.5A and 5B). We observed329

differences in the expression of key genes between suprabasal330

cells and cycling basal cells (Fig.6A and Fig.S6A), which331

included a sizable overlap of key genes upregulated in CR-332

SwNP compared to CRSsNP (Fig.S6B). Given the prolifer-333

ative and developmental potential of basal cells, including334

towards differentiated and/or specialized cell fates, we pos-335

tulated that a cell trajectory analysis would allow us to track336

differentiation states of the basal cells. Using the pseudotime337

analysis, we confirmed that undifferentiated basal cells tend338

to be present at a much earlier pseudotime point, followed by339

a bifurcation in basal cell developmental trajectory , which340

we termed Cell-fate1 and Cell-fate2 (Fig.6B). We observed341

an enrichment of basal cells from CRSwNP patients in Cell-342

fate2, while those from control and CRSsNP tissues were343

associated with Cell-fate1 (Fig.6C-D), suggesting disparate344

outcomes and cell states for the differentiated basal cells in345

CRSwNP upper airway milieu compared to the CRSsNP mi-346

croenvironment.347

We stratified Cell-fate1 and Cell-fate2 to reveal important dif-348

ferences in genes and pathways associated with each basal349

cell fate (Fig.6E-F), including an enrichment of IL4 and350

IL13 signaling, and cell-cell communication in CRSwNP351

(Fig.6G), in contrast to heightened IFN signaling and anti-352

gen presentation seen in CRSsNP (Fig.S6C). Cell-fate2 for353

basal cells also correlated with multiple metabolic, immune354

attractant, and tissue remodeling pathways (Fig.6E). A potent355

link between Cell-fate2 basal cells and eosinophil infiltra-356

tion was further delineated by spatial transcriptomic analysis357

(Fig.S6D). Spatial transcriptomic (Fig.6H) and reconstruc-358

tion of the pseudotime tracjectory also confirmed the enrich-359

ment of Cell-fate2 basal cells in CRSwNP tissues (Fig.S6E-360

F), and further highlighted the deviation towards key basal361

Cell-fate2 pathways in CRSwNP(Fig.S6G-H). We observed362

an increase in basal-immune cell interactions from scRNA-363

seq in Cell-fate2 directed basal cells (Fig.6I), and increased364

enrichment of pathways related to metabolism, IL4/IL13365

signaling, neutrophil degranulation, and tissue remodeling366

(Fig.6J). These results suggest that basal cells from CRSwNP367

patients may differentiate towards a cellular state that is more368

conducive for immune system co-mingling along with tissue369

remodeling such as polyp formation, implicating basal cells370

and this Cell-fate2 differentiation pathway as a pivotal deter-371

minant for NP formation through epithelial-immune signal-372

ing and remodeling.373

A Reduction in the Cell-Fate2 Basal Cell Trajectory374

Upon Use of Immunotherapeutics Intervention for CR-375

SwNP. The upregulation of IL4 and IL13 in CRSwNP dis-376

ease, and in basal Cell-fate2 trajectory, implicates the cen-377

tral role of basal cells in coordinating CRSwNP and NP378

development. This was further supported by results from379

IL4 and IL13 cytokine stimulation of non-NP derived basal380

cells (10), indicating a skew towards the Cell-fate2 signature381

(Fig.S6I). Dupilumab is an IL-4/-13 receptor alpha antago-382

nist that is FDA-approved as a primary and/or maintenance383

treatment in adult patients with poorly controlled CRSwNP384

(23, 24). Inferior turbinate and NP tissues sampled pre- and385

post-dupilumab treatment were reanalyzed using scRNA-seq386

(10), and found to have a statistically significant reduction387

in Cell-fate2 transcriptomic signature in basal cells (Fig.6K).388

Taken together, these results clarify the role of basal cells and389

the Cell-fate2 developmental trajectory as the center of both390

epithelial-immune system interactions and remodeling in NP391

formation in patients suffering from chronic rhinosinusitis.392

Discussion393

The present study provides an in-depth analysis of the com-394

plex immune and epithelial landscape in chronic rhinosinusi-395

tis (CRS) without and without nasal polyps, through single-396

cell transcriptomic profiling, and orthogonal interrogation397

of the intact tissue microenvironment with spatial transcrip-398

tomics. Our findings begin to unravel intricate immune-399

epithelial interactions and remodeling at play in nasal polyp400

tissues, thus shedding light on the cellular and molecular401

mechanisms that drive the pathogenesis of CRS, particularly402

related to NP formation.403

In CRSwNP disease, our data outlined a role for macrophage404

polarization and recruitment of eosinophils into the epithe-405

lial compartment (Fig.2), Type II inflammatory activation406

in T cells (Fig.3), IL4 and IL13 activation in MCs and in-407

teractions with CD4+ T cells (Fig.4), an epithelial-immune408

axis harbored by Tuft cells (Fig.5) and basal cells (Fig.6),409

and a unique differential pathway for basal cells associated410

with NP formation (Fig.6). Notably, we observed polar-411

ization of macrophages towards an M2 phenotype specifi-412

cally in CRSwNP that primes Type 2 inflammation. The413

M2 macrophages were found to secrete CCL13 and CCL18,414

which are potent chemokines that promote eosinophilic in-415

filtration into the upper airway epithelium. This observa-416

tion emphasizes the role of macrophages in coordinating and417

molding the inflammatory milieu in inflammatory CRS nasal418

polyp disease, and their potential as a therapeutic target for419

modulating Type II inflammation.420

These data also revealed the predominance of ’immunosup-421

pressive’ Type II-skewed CD4+ and CD8+ T cells within422

nasal polyps, further highlighting the crosstalk between423

macrophages and T cells in this common form of chronic424

sinonasal immunity. This interplay between immune cells425

within upper airway microenvironment suggests the presence426

of an intricate balance between pro-inflammatory and regula-427

tory T cell subsets in distinct CRS fates, with potential impli-428
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Figure 6: Nascent Basal Cells in Nasal Polyps Exhibit a Unique Transition Trajectory and Induce T2 Immune Response. (A) Volcano plot depicting differentially expressed
genes in suprabasal cells between CRS nasal polyps and CRS without nasal polyps. The most significant genes are highlighted in red (|F oldchange| > 1.5). (B)
Pseudotime trajectory analysis for basal cells using Monocle (left panel), accompanied by a cell density plot of the three basal cell subtypes along the pseudotime axis (right
panel). (C) Cell density plot illustrating the distribution of basal cells from CRS and control samples along the pseudotime trajectory. (D) Histogram displaying the distribution
of basal cells from CRS and control samples in three phases identified in (B).
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Figure 6 continued: (E) Gene expression dynamics along the basal cell trajectory outlined in (B), from the pre-branch phase to cell fate 1 and cell fate 2. Genes are clustered
into three gene sets, each characterized by specific expression profiles, as demonstrated by marker genes (left) and enriched pathways (right) unique to each cluster. (F)
Dynamic expression of genes upregulated in CRS nasal polyps (top panels) and CRS without nasal polyps (bottom panels) during basal cell transition along pseudotime in
CRS nasal polyps (purple) and CRS without nasal polyps (green). (G) Dynamic expression score of functional pathway signatures upregulated in CRS nasal polyps during
basal cell transition along pseudotime in CRS nasal polyps (purple) and CRS without nasal polyps (green). (H) Violin plots comparing expression scores of Cell-fate2 basal
cell signature between CRS nasal polyps (purple) and healthy control samples (red) in DSP data within PanCK+ regions. (I) Dotplot illustrating the correlation between
different cell-fate basal cells and immune cells. Correlations with a p-value < 0.2 are displayed. (J) Pathways enriched in the top 5 cells correlated with Cell-fate1/2 basal
cells, based on GSEA analysis using the REACTOME gene set. (K) Violin plots comparing the expression scores of Cell-fate2 basal cell signature between basal cells in
pre-treatment (blue) and post-treatment (red) nasal polyps samples from an individual treated with IL-4Rα antibody.

cations for the development of immunomodulatory therapies429

targeting specific T cell subsets.430

Another revealing finding was the enrichment of MCs within431

nasal polyp tissues, which strongly correlate with type II432

immune responses. We demonstrated that IL4/IL13-related433

ligand-receptor interactions between MCs and CD4+ T cells434

played a critical role in promoting Type II immunity in CR-435

SwNP. This finding underlines the dance between innate MCs436

in mediating acquired T cell immune responses observed in437

chronic upper airway inflammation, and suggests that target-438

ing MCs or their interactions with CD4+ T cells also repre-439

sent a promising therapeutic strategy for possibly modulating440

type II immune responses in CRSwNP.441

Our analysis further suggested a critical correlation between442

Tuft epithelial cells and Th2 lymphoid cells in nasal poly-443

posis. Tuft cells were found to be involved in prostaglandin444

synthesis and regulation, with ALOX5 and PTGS1 expres-445

sion mediating interactions between Tuft cells and CD4+446

T cells that expressed the PTGDR2 receptor in CRSwNP.447

This immune-epithelial interaction suggests that targeting448

Tuft cells or their mediators could represent an novel avenue449

for blunting and/or modulating Th2 cell-driven inflammation450

in CRSwNP.451

Finally, we demonstrated that nascent basal cells in nasal452

polyps exhibited a unique transitional trajectory that may453

induce Type II immune responses. The distinct Cell-fate2454

basal cell trajectory identified within CRSwNP may provide455

a roadmap as to the aberrant epithelial regeneration observed456

in the mucosal tissues of these patients, with potential impli-457

cations for understanding the tissue remodeling and immune-458

trafficking processes observed in CRSwNP, including that of459

NP generation. Experimental validation using IL4 and IL13460

stimulation, or from dupilumab biologic treatment of a CR-461

SwNP patient, further underscored the potential for target-462

ing basal cell dynamics and the discrete interactions between463

epithelial progenitor cells and immunocyte populations as a464

novel treatment avenue.465

These findings together serve to provide key insights into the466

epithelial-immune interactions within the tissue microenvi-467

ronment of CRS, and their roles in tissue remodeling, im-468

mune cell attraction, and ultimately, NP formation in CR-469

SwNP patients. By dissecting the subtle autocrine and470

paracrine cellular and molecular signaling interplay in CRS471

using higher-resolution tools, these multi-dimensional anal-472

yses implicate an array of pivotal actors and promising ther-473

apeutic targets for the modulation of both upper airway in-474

flammation and tissue remodeling processes in chronic rhi-475

nosinusitis. Further research is needed to validate these find-476

ings in larger cohorts, and to explore the true therapeutic po-477

tential of decoupling immune-epithelial interactions in CRS.478

The multi-scaled transcriptomic resources generated herein479

will likely impact these future endeavors, and beyond.480

Materials & Methods481

Patient recruitment. Patients were diagnosed with CR-482

SwNP and CRSsNP based on a European position paper on483

rhinosinusitis and nasal polyps (EPOS) 2012 and Interna-484

tional Consensus of Allergy and Rhinology: Rhinosinusi-485

tis (ICAR:RS) guidelines. CRSwNP, CRSsNP, and controls486

were all recruited from Stanford University. Tissues from487

the ethmoid sinus mucosa or nasal polyps were collected488

during endoscopic sinus surgery. Five control patients un-489

derwent skull base surgery requiring ethmoid sinus surgery490

for treatment of cerebrospinal fluid leak, meningioma, or491

pituitary adenoma. None of the control patients had evi-492

dence of CRS or other upper airway inflammatory diseases493

on CT/MRI radiography or endoscopy. Patients with uni-494

lateral sinus disease, fungal or allergic fungal rhinosinusi-495

tis , antrochoanal polyps, cystic fibrosis, aspirin-exacerbated496

respiratory disease, or paranasal sinus cysts were excluded497

from this study. Patient characteristics, including demo-498

graphics, medical history, and past medication use were col-499

lected. Patient data, including medication history, were in-500

dependently verified through direct interview by a trained501

research technician/physician and by a questionnaire addi-502

tionally administered on the day of surgery to confirm ac-503

curacy of existing records derived from patients’ electronic504

medical or pharmacy. In particular, to avoid confounders505

in the epithelial/immune cell findings associated with use506

of common anti-inflammatory medications in CRS, all in-507

cluded CRSsNP and CRSwNP patients were devoid of oral508

prednisone/methyl-prednisolone exposure and higher dose509

topical budesonide and mometasone nasal irrigations x 4510

weeks, as well as lower-dose topical nasal steroid sprays such511

as fluticasone and mometasone for 2 weeks, prior to ethmoid512

or NP tissue sampling. Antibiotic use within 4 weeks of513

surgery also led to exclusion. Any doubt in patient medica-514

tion use led to exclusion from final analysis. Patients’ char-515

acteristics are shown in Table 1. The study complied with the516

Declaration of Helsinki and all relevant ethical regulations of517

each institution, and written informed consent was obtained518

from each patient approved Institutional Review Board (IRB)519

protocols in accordance with the regulations of the Research520

Compliance Office at Stanford University (IRB 18981).521

Single-cell RNA sequencing and data processing. Each522

sample was received directly from surgeons and promptly de-523

livered to the laboratory on ice. Upon arrival at the labora-524
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tory, the samples were immediately processed. The ethmoid525

sinus mucosa was removed from the bone and nasal polyps526

were left intact and were minced into small pieces by scis-527

sors on ice. The minced tissues were placed into a C tube528

(Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) within a so-529

lution of RPMI 1640 (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) containing530

10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.02 mg/ml DNase I (Milli-531

pore Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and 4 mg/ml collagenase type532

IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The mixture was homoge-533

nized using the gentleMACS Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec)534

and incubated at 37°C for total of 30 minutes (15 minutes, 2535

times) with rotated using MACSmix Tube Rotator (Miltenyi536

Biotec). Between and after the two incubations, they were537

also homogenized in a gentleMACS Dissociator. Finally, the538

samples were filtered through a 70-µm cell strainer and spun539

down at 500g for 5 min. Red blood cells (RBC) were lysed540

using the RBC Lysis Solution (BioLegend, San Diego, CA)541

for 4 min at room temperature. Cells were then washed with542

ice-cold PBS and spun down at 500g for 5 min at 4°C before543

resuspension in RPMI containing 10544

The single cell suspension was loaded onto the Chromium545

Controller (10x Genomics) using the Chromium single cell546

3’ Reagent Kit v3 (10X Genomics), and scRNA-seq libraries547

generated in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocols.548

Sequencing was performed on a Illumina HiSeq 4000 with549

75 bp pair end reads.550

The CellRanger v3.1.0 (10X Genomics) analysis pipeline551

was used to generate a final digital expression matrix.552

Raw sequence reads were preprocessed and mapped onto553

the reference human genome (GRCh38-3.0.0). These554

data were used as input into the Seurat package (4.1.1)555

(https://github.com/satijalab/seurat) for further analyses in R556

(4.2.0). As part of the quality control metrics, genes detected557

(UMI count > 0) in less than three cells, and cells containing558

a small number of genes detected (UMI count < 200) or high559

mitochondrial genome transcript ratio (25%) were removed.560

After normalizing and identifying variable features for each561

sample independently, the data from all the patients were562

combined using the top 30 dimensions in ‘FindIntegratio-563

nAnchors()’ and ‘IntegrateData()’ functions.564

Unsupervised clustering and cell type identification.565

The normalized expression level was calculated for each566

gene by dividing the read counts for each cell by the total567

counts and multiplied by a scale factor of 1,000,000. The568

natural-log transformed values were taken as the final mea-569

surement of expression level for each gene in a specific cell.570

Based on the normalized expression level, we next selected571

a subset of genes that with high cell-to-cell variation in the572

dataset. Then, the principal component analysis (PCA) was573

performed on these variable genes. Following the results of574

PCA, Harmony was performed to correct the batch effect575

among samples (25), then an adequate number (30-40) de-576

termined by Elbowplot of principal components (PCs) were577

selected for dimensionality reduction and clustering. The578

UMap algorithm with a resolution parameter in a range of579

0.1-0.8 was applied for dimensionality reduction and visual-580

ization (26). To identify marker genes that define a cluster,581

differential expression analysis was performed by compar-582

ing each single cluster to all other cells. To accelerate the583

computational time of differential expression analysis, genes584

with > 0.25 log-fold difference on average between the two585

groups of cells and detectable in more than 25% of cells in ei-586

ther of the two groups of cells were retained. Using the above587

differentially expressed genes, cells were annotated to differ-588

ent cell types according to their well-known canonical mark-589

ers. All the above analysis was performed using the Seurat R590

package (v 4.1.1)(27)591

Differentially expressed genes analysis in scRNA-seq592

data. To define genes that may function in between CRS with593

and without nasal polyps, differential expression analysis in594

specific cell groups was performed using the ‘FindMarkers’595

function implemented in the Seurat package. The Wilcoxon596

rank sum test with log-scaled fold change > 0.25 and ad-597

justed P value < 0.05 (bonferroni correction) was performed598

to select differentially expressed genes.599

Pathway analysis. To reveal the potential biological func-600

tions of T cells in two types of CRS, GSEA was performed601

with R package ‘clusterProfiler’ and ‘ReactomePA’ to iden-602

tify pathway enriched under the REACTOME gene sets re-603

leased by MsigDB (28–31) . In Tuft cells, differentially ex-604

pressed genes identified between CRS with and without nasal605

polyps were used to perform WikiPathway enrichment (32).606

Pathways that have a BH-adjusted P value () smaller than607

0.05 were defined as being significantly enriched, and GSEA608

was performed to further validate the pathway enrichment.609

Definition and calculation of gene signature scores.610

To assess the functional status of speific cells, relative sig-611

natures were collected from published literature as follows.612

A M2 signature was used to define the functional phenotype613

of macrophages. An inflammatory signature (32), Th1 and614

Th2 signature (33, 34) were used to assess T cell functions.615

In scRNA data, expression scores of specific signatures were616

calculated using AddModuleScore in the Seurat package. To617

validate the interaction between basal cells and T2 immune618

response, the expression score and enrichment of cell fate619

signatures were accessed in public single cell and bulk RNA-620

seq datasets (10). All genes associated with each pathway621

score are available in Supp Table 2. Violinplot was adopted to622

present the scoring difference among different types of CRS623

and healthy control samples, and Wilcoxon rank-sum test was624

performed to indicate the statistical significance.625

Construction of cell developmental trajectory. The de-626

velopmental trajectory of the basal cells was inferred using627

the Monocle2 package (10). The 10x Genomics sequencing628

data was first imported into Monocle2 in CellDataSet class,629

and the negative binomial distribution was chosen to model630

the reads count data. Differentially expressed genes across631

different cell populations were identified and selected as in-632

put features to construct the trajectory. Then, a Reversed633

Graph Embedding algorithm was performed to reduce the634

data’s dimensionality. With the expression data projected into635
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a lower dimensional space, cells were ordered in pseudotime636

and trajectory was built to describe how cells transit from637

one state into another. After the cell trajectories were con-638

structed, differentially expressed genes along the pseudotime639

trajectory separated by the branch point were detected using640

the ‘differentialGeneTest’ function. For each interested gene,641

the expression trend along the pseudotime was estimated us-642

ing non-linear regression, and plotted with a curve chart.643

Inference of cell-cell communications. R package644

Cellchat (v1.5.0) was adopted to identify significant ligand-645

receptor pairs within different types of CRS samples (35).646

Ligand-receptor communication probabilities/strengths were647

computed, tested, compared and visualized on the samples648

of CRS with and without nasal polyps. The minimum649

communication cells threshold was set to 10 and other650

parameters were left as default.651

GeoMx-Digital Spatial Profiling. Samples collected for652

NanoString GeoMx-Digital Spatial Profiling were fixed in 10653

Slides were deparaffinized and prepared according to the of-654

ficial NanoString GeoMx-NGS RNA Manual Slide Prepara-655

tion protocol (36). In brief, slides were baked for 30 min at656

60°C before washing in Xylene (3 x washes at 5 min each),657

100% EtOH (2 x washes at 5 min each), 95% EtOH (1 x wash658

at 5 min) and in 1X PBS (1 x wash at 1 min). Slides then un-659

derwent heat induced epitope retrieval at 99°C for 10 min in660

Tris-EDTA retrieval buffer (eBioscience, 00-4956-58).661

Slides were then digested by Protease K (0.1µg/ml) for 5662

mins at 37°C, and then washed with 1X PBS. Subsequently,663

slides were fixed by 10% neutral buffered formalin (EMS Di-664

asum, 15740-04) for 5 min at room temperature, then the665

fixation process was stopped by 5 mins of 1X NBF Stop666

Buffer wash, followed by 5 mins of 1X PBS wash. The667

NanoString DSP Human CTA detection probe cocktail was668

then applied to the slides and incubated overnight ( 18 hrs)669

at 37°C. After hybridization, slides were washed in Strin-670

gent Wash Buffer (2X SSC, 50% Formamide) 2 times, ev-671

ery 5 mins. Slides were then washed by 2X SSC twice, 2672

mins each. Buffer W was then applied to the slides for 30673

mins, followed by antibody staining for 1hrCD45 D9M8I,674

Cell Signaling Technologies), PanCK (AE1+AE3, Novus).675

Slides were then washed by 2X SSC twice, 5mins each, and676

stained with 500nM SYTO 13 for 15 min, then loaded on677

the GeoMx machine. For GeoMx DSP sample collection,678

we followed the instructions described in the GeoMx DSP679

instrument user manual (MAN-10088-03). Briefly, individ-680

ual ROIs were then selected the areas immune cells aggre-681

gate and epithelium presented on the apical side of the tis-682

sues which includes ROI based on CD45 positive or PanCK683

positive masks were selected with the consent of two or more684

investigators. On average, the ROI sizes are approximately685

45217 um2 for CD45+ regions and 37501 um2 for PanCK+686

regions. After sample collection, the NanoString NGS library687

preparation kit was used: Each ROI was uniquely indexed us-688

ing Illumina’s i5 x i7 dual-indexing system. In total, 4 µL of689

collected sample was used in a PCR reaction with 1 µM of i5690

primer, 1 µM i7 primer, and 1 x NanoString library prep PCR691

Master Mix. PCR reaction conditions were 37°C for 30 min,692

50 °C for 10 min, 95°C for 3 min, 18 cycles of 95°C for 15693

s, 65 °C for 60 s, 68°C for 30s, and final extension of 68°C694

for 5min. Then the product was purified with two rounds695

of AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) at 1.2 x bead-to-696

sample ratio. Libraries were paired-end sequenced (2 × 75)697

on a NextSeq550.698

Digital Spatial Profiling Data Analysis. Probes from the699

NanoString CTA panel were mapped and counted using the700

NanoString GeoMx Data Analysis software pipeline (36), us-701

ing the FASTQ output from NGS sequencing. Thereafter, the702

data underwent quality control and normalization steps with703

the ‘Geomx-Tools’ software from NanoString: First, ROI and704

probes that did not meet the default QC requirement were fil-705

tered out and not used in the subsequent analysis. Next, raw706

probe counts were transferred into a gene-level count matrix707

by calculating the geometric mean of probes for each gene.708

Normalization of gene counts were then performed, with the709

‘Q3 norm’ method in ‘Geomx-Tools’. The Q3 normed gene710

counts were then used for all subsequent downstream analy-711

sis.712

Mean levels of spatial region-specific gene expression or713

mean levels of spatial expression scores of specific signa-714

tures, and also their correlations were adopted to validate715

corresponding results or hypotheses. Apart from published716

signatures, differential expressed genes identified in scRNA717

data were also applied to validate cell phenotype and function718

in the DSP data, and spatial region-specific expression scores719

were calculated with ssGSEA using the GSVA package (37).720

The Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to calculate the721

significance of differences between samples.722

Statistical Analysis. All data analyses were conducted in723

R 4.2.0. Statistical significance was defined as a two-sided724

P value of less than 0.05. The comparison of cell fractions,725

expression levels of marker genes and gene signature scores726

among different types of CRS and control samples were per-727

formed using Wilcoxon rank sum test. The correlation anal-728

yses were performed using Spearman’s correlation test.729
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Figure S1. Comprehensive Single-Cell Transcriptomic Analysis Reveals the Complex Immune and Epithelial Microenvironment in CRS, related to Figure1. (A)
Violin plots showing number of unique genes (left), number of total molecules (middle) and percentage of mitochondrial counts (right) of each cell in the single cell dataset. (B)
UMAP plots showing immune cell origins by color, the origin of tissue types (left panel) and the origin of patient samples (right panel). (C) UMAP plot showing the expression
of selected marker genes for the defined immune cell groups. (D) UMAP plots showing epithelial cell origins by color, the origin of tissue types (left panel) and the origin of
patient samples (right panel). (E) UMAP plot showing the expression of selected marker genes for the defined epithelial cell groups.
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Figure S2. Polarization of Macrophages to M2 Phenotype Drives Type 2 Inflammation in CRS Nasal Polyps, related to Figure2. (A) UMAP plots showing myeloid cell
origins by color, the origin of tissue types (upper panel) and the origin of patient samples (bottom panel). (B) Comparison of other myeloid cell fractions between CRS and
control samples using the Wilcoxon test (two-sided). (C) Heatmap illustrating the normalized expression of genes upregulated and downregulated in nasal polyp macrophages
in CD45+ regions of GeoMx data. (D) Violin plots comparing expression scores of M2 signature between CRS nasal polyps (purple) and healthy control samples (red) in
GeoMx data within CD45+ regions. (E) Scatter plots illustrating the correlation between CCL18 expression levels and eosinophil signature scores in CD45+ or PanCK+
regions of GeoMx data, with sample origins color-coded to represent CRS nasal polyps (purple) and healthy control samples (orange). Diagrams above the scatter plots
indicate regions where CCL18 and eosinophil spatial gene signatures were captured.
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Figure S3. Regulatory CD4+ and CD8+ T Cells Predominate in Nasal Polyps, related to Figure3. (A) UMAP plots showing CD4+ T cell origins by color, the origin of
tissue types (upper panel) and the origin of patient samples (bottom panel). (B) Comparison of other CD4+ T cell fractions between CRS and control samples using the
Wilcoxon test (two-sided). (C) Heatmap illustrating the normalized expression of Th1/2 marker genes in CD45+ regions of GeoMx data. (D) Violin plots comparing expression
scores of Th1/2 signatures between CRS nasal polyps (purple) and healthy control samples (red) in GeoMx data within CD45+ regions. (E) UMAP plots showing CD8+ T cell
origins by color, the origin of tissue types (upper panel) and the origin of patient samples (bottom panel). (F) Comparison of other CD8+ T cell fractions between CRS and
control samples using the Wilcoxon test (two-sided).
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Figure S4. Mast Cell Enrichment in Nasal Polyps Correlates with Type 2 Immune Responses, related to Figure4. (A, C) Ligand-receptor (L-R) interactions identified
between two subtypes of mast cells, MCT_IL17RB(A)/MCTC_CTSG(C) and CD4+ T cells in CRSwNP (purple) and CRSsNP (green). L-R pairs with purple bars crossing
the 0.5 dotted line indicate predominance in CRSwNP, while those with green bars crossing the dotted line indicate predominance in CRSsNP. Significant interactions are
color-coded accordingly (p<0.05, Wilcoxon test). (B, D) Dot plot demonstrating the significance and strength of IL4/IL13-related ligand-receptor interactions between two
subtypes of mast cells, MCT_IL17RB(B)/MCTC_CTSG(D) and CD4+ T cells in CRSwNP (purple) and CRSsNP (green). (E) Scatter plots depicting IL4 and IL13 expression
levels in mast cell subtypes, and their enrichment in MCT_IL17RB.
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Figure S5. Epithelial composition difference in CRS, related to Figure5. Comparison of other epithelial cell fractions between CRS and control samples using the
Wilcoxon test (two-sided).
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Figure S6. Nascent Basal Cells in Nasal Polyps Exhibit a Unique Transition Trajectory and Induce T2 Immune Response, related to Figure6. (A) Volcano plot
depicting differentially expressed genes in cycling basal cells between CRS nasal polyps and CRS without nasal polyps. The most significant genes are highlighted in red
(|Fold change| > 1.5). (B) Venn plot depicting overlap between upregulated genes in suprabasal cells and cycling cells in nasal polyps. (C) Dynamic expression score of
functional pathway signatures upregulated in CRS without nasal polyps during basal cell transition along pseudotime in CRS nasal polyps (purple) and CRS without nasal
polyps (green). (D) Scatter plot and regression line illustrating the correlation between Cell-fate2 basal cell spatial gene signature expression scores in PanCK+ regions and
eosinophil cell spatial gene signature expression scores in CD45+ regions. Dots are colored to represent patient sample origins. The grey region indicates the confidence
interval. The regression index and p-values are shown in the plots. (E) Pseudotime trajectory analysis for pseudo-bulk data of each sample in the single cell dataset using
differentially expressed genes among the three branches in Figure 6B for ordering. (F) Cell density plot illustrating the distribution of CRS and control samples along the
pseudotime trajectory. (G) Pseudotime plot showing the expression of basal cell-fate signatures for pseudo-bulk samples along the trajectory. (H) Pseudotime plot showing
the expression of genes upregulated in CRS nasal polyps during basal cell transition along the trajectory. (I) Barplot showing the enrichment of basal cell-fate signature in
IL4/13 cytokine stimulated Non-polyp derived basal cells compared with Non-polyp derived basal cell baseline.
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